
REDUCING
DOWN TO MINUTES!
HOURS OF WORK
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Without HR Hero With HR Hero

Maintaining Handbook and
Writing Policies
Associated tasks: Research 
Federal and State laws, incorporate 
regulations into employee handbook 
and office policies, forms and 
guidance documentation.

Training
Required and Best Practices: Keep 
current on rules and regulations for
required training and development in
best practices (i.e. training supervisors 
on avoiding liability). Research and 
create topical training materials like 
presentation, quizzes, certificates, and 
tracking documentation.

Hiring and Staffing
Ensure applications, preemployment
inquiries, interviews, background
checks, drug and alcohol testing, and
other facets of the hiring process are
conducted legally and in alignment 
with industry best practices. 
Calculation of turnover rate and cost 
per hire. Prepare for and conduct 
performance appraisals.

$888 14.6 Hours 53 Minutes 94%

$505 8.3 Hours 31 Minutes 94%

$3,804 62.5 Hours 82 Minutes 97%
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Administering Compensation 
and Company Programs
Conduct internal wage and hour 
audit. Calculate staff and expense 
ratio. Review compensation 
packages in relation to market. 
Conduct FLSA audit to ensure
policies meet current FLSA laws.

Department Creation and 
Records Management
Create and maintain a
comprehensive records retention
policy that conforms to the applicable
laws for the industry. Create legally
compliant documentation and store
it correctly. Stay current on records
retention requirements. Correctly
maintain separate and distinct
files for documents as defined
under applicable laws, including
preparation of checklists for an HR 
audit.

$2,787 45.8 Hours 39 Minutes 98%

$1,521 45.8 Hours 23 Minutes 98%

$9,505 156.2 Hours 3.8 Hours 97%

Connect with a solutions  
specialist to learn how HR Hero  
can save you time and money!
800-727-5257 | service@blr.com

*Prices calculated on the 2021 median hourly rate for an HR Manager according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
*Doesn’t include time associated with administrative tasks like answering emails or scheduling meetings.


